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Tetraneutron (4n) has come back in the limelight, because of recent observation of a candidate res-
onant state at RIBF. We propose to investigate the pion double charge exchange (DCX) reaction,
i.e. 4He(pi−, pi+), as an alternative way to populate tetraneutron. An intense pi− beam with the kinetic
energy of ∼ 850MeV, much higher than that in past experiments at LAMPF and TRIUMF, will open
up a possibility to improve the experimental sensitivity of the formation cross section, which will be
much smaller than hitherto known DCX cross sections such as 9Be(pi−, pi+)9He (g.s.).
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1. Introduction
It remains an open question for more than half a century whether a four-neutron system, i.e. tetra-
neutron, as either a bound state or a resonance, exists or not [1]. While various experiments had
searched for a signature of bound states by various approaches, recent ab-initio calculations [2, 3]
based on current understanding of nuclear forces have ruled out the existence of the bound tetra-
neutron state. However, recent observation of candidates of a resonant state with a narrow width by
Kisamori et al. at RIBF [4] has drawn renewed attention in studies of not only few-body systems in
nuclear physics [3] but also the equation of state of neutron stars [5].
From the experimental side, a further investigation, including an independent approach with a
completely different reaction, is needed in order to establish the existence of a tetraneutron state.
Charge-neutral tetraneutron may be produced by a double charge exchange (DCX) reaction on 4He.
Indeed, the experiment at RIBF adopted the 4He(8He, 8Be) reaction, which was never studied in the
past. The obtained energy is 0.83 ± 0.65 (stat.) ± 1.25 (syst.) MeV relative to the 4n decay threshold,
and the upper limit of the width is 2.6MeV in FWHM. Motivated by their finding, we propose to use
a pion DCX reaction, 4He(pi−, pi+). Both the DCX reactions have a small momentum transfer for a
zero-degree measurement, in contrast to multi-nucleon transfer reactions such as 7Li(7Li, 10C) [6].
In 1980’s two experiments to search for a bound tetraneutron in the 4He(pi−, pi+) reaction were
conducted at LAMPF [7] and TRIUMF [8], but neither could find a signature of the bound state. The
incident beam energies were 165 and 80MeV, respectively. While the LAMPF experiment measured
pi+ scattered at 0◦, a time projection chamber covering 50◦ and 130◦ was utilized for the detec-
tion of pi+ at TRIUMF. It should be noted that the pion DCX reaction can populate neutron-rich (or
proton-rich) nuclei in general (Fig. 1), such as 18C (from 18O) [9] and 9He (from 9Be) [10]. For a
comprehensive review, please refer to Refs. [11, 12].
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Fig. 1. A part of the nuclear chart (Z ≤ 10 and N ≤ 12). Stable nuclei and long-lived 14C, which was used
as a target in past pion DCX measurements, are represented by black squares. Gray squares correspond to
nuclides accessible by the (pi±, pi∓) reaction. Nuclides observed in pion DCX reactions [13] are highlighted in
dark grey.
We aim to investigate pion DCX reactions at much higher energy above the so-called ∆ resonance
region, unexplored not only for tetraneutron but also for any other nuclides. An intense secondary
pion beam with the momentum < 2GeV/c is available at J-PARC Hadron Experimental Facility.
Due to a longer lifetime of pions in the laboratory frame, the purity of the incident pi− beam and
scattered pi+ can be improved, which will contribute to a reduction of unphysical backgrounds in the
region of interest. In the past experiments, several events remained in the bound region, which had
deteriorated the experimental sensitivity for a possible bound state. An irrelevant background aside
from the 4n continuum should be as small as possible, no matter whether tetraneutron is a bound state
or a resonant state.
Firstly, we will study an analog transition of 18O(pi+, pi−)18Ne (g.s.), whose cross section would be
much larger than that for a non-analog transition such as the 16O(pi+, pi−)16Ne (g.s.) and 4He(pi−, pi+)4n
reactions, so as to examine the energy dependence of the formation cross section and establish the
experimental procedure for a DCX measurement with a high-energy pion beam. In future, we will
perform the spectroscopy of the 4He(pi−, pi+)4n with a higher-intensity pion beam at the High-Intensity
High-Resolution (HIHR) beamline to be constructed inside an extended Hadron Experimental Facil-
ity, which is in a planning stage [14].
2. Analog-transition measurement at the K1.8 beamline
The 18O(pi+, pi−)18Ne (g.s.) reaction is one of the analog transitions, since the final state is the
double isobaric analog state (DIAS) with the isospin 1, the same as the ground state of the target.
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Stable nuclides with the isospin 1 are scarce; the 18O nuclide is the lightest among them. The analog
transition in 18O (as well as long-lived 14O) at the incident energy up to ∼ 500MeV was already
investigated [15], and the energy dependence was compared with that for a non-analog transition,
16O(pi+, pi−)16Ne (g.s.) [16]. They differ from each other by a factor of ≈ 20 at the incident energy
between 350 and 500MeV.
As for > 500MeV, only a theoretical calculation for the 18O(pi+, pi−)18Ne (g.s.) reaction ex-
ists [17]. According to it, the forward differential cross section will decrease above 500MeV, and
reach a local minimum at 700MeV and again increase up to 850MeV, which corresponds to the
third resonance region.
We plan to measure the forward differential cross section of the 18O(pi+, pi−)18Ne (g.s.) reac-
tion [18] with the S-2S spectrometer [19] to be installed at the K1.8 beamline. The main purpose
of the new spectrometer is a high-resolution Ξ-hypernuclear spectroscopy via the 12C(K−, K+)12
Ξ
Be
reaction [19, 20]. By scanning the beam energy (momentum) around 850MeV (980MeV/c), the en-
ergy dependence can be compared with the theoretical calculation. Moreover, owing to a relatively
high yield (≈ 400 counts per day with a 107/spill pi+ beam impinging on a 2 g/cm2-thick 18O-enriched
water target), a variety of studies, e.g. optics study and background reduction, will be feasible.
In order to realize the measurement, we need some modification of the experimental setup, such
as detectors for particle identification, currently optimized for the (K−, K+) reaction. A detailed study
is in progress.
3. Tetraneutron search at the HIHR beamline
The LAMPF experiment deduced the upper limit of the differential cross section of a bound
tetraneutron to be 22 nb/sr at the 1σ confidence level [7]. Taking into account theoretically-calculated
energy dependence for the analog transition [17], it is reasonable to aim at a sensitivity of 1 nb/sr in
our measurement at 850MeV. It is three orders of magnitude smaller than the expected cross section
(∼ 1µb/sr) for the 18O(pi+, pi−)18Ne (g.s.) reaction discussed in the previous section.
By the way, a plan to extend the current Hadron Experimental Facility, and to construct new
beamlines together with additional secondary-particle production targets, is under discussion [14].
The High-Intensity High-Resolution (HIHR) beamline, where the flagship experiment will be a high-
precision Λ-hypernuclear spectroscopy with the (pi±, K+) reaction, will be suited for tetraneutron
search [21], too. According to the Sanford-Wang formula, the beam intensity will be 1.6×108 per spill.
At the same time, high resolution is expected thanks to dispersion matching between the beamline
and the spectrometer. If a 2.0 g/cm2-thick liquid 4He target is employed, the yield of a tetraneutron
state amounts to 97 events/(2weeks)/(nb/sr). It is worth stressing that a high-resolution measurement
will play an important role in determining the decay width in case of a resonant tetraneutron state, as
well as improving the signal-to-noise ratio.
Last but not least, prior to the construction of the HIHR beamline, a pilot measurement at the
existing K1.8 beamline may be possible. Even if only the upper limit of the formation cross section
is determined experimentally, the strength of the 4n continuum in the 4He(pi−, pi+) reaction will give
a hint about more realistic experimental plan at the HIHR beamline.
4. Conclusion and Outlook
Stimulated by observation of resonant tetraneutron states at RIBF, a pion DCX measurement at
the incident energy around 850MeV will be investigated at J-PARC for the first time. Compared with
the past experiments at LAMPF and TRIUMF, high purity, high statistics, and high resolution will be
achieved.
Lastly, we would like to point out a relevance to neutron-rich Λ hypernuclei, which are produced
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in the (pi−, K+) reaction. While a recent experiment at J-PARC did not observe a peak structure for
the 6
Λ
H hypernucleus [22], studies of the two kinds of DCX reactions using pion beams with similar
energies may shed further light on underlying reaction mechanisms [23].
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